INTRODUCTION
Pre- and postoperative standard and uniform (digital) colour photographs are important and essential for postoperative evaluation of the (long-term) results of rhinoplasty surgery. In addition, these photographs can be used for teaching and research purposes. Thus far, all studies describing objective changes after rhinoplasty are based on two-dimensional (2D) standardized photographs. This poses several potential problems. First, the pre- and postoperative pictures must be made in exactly the same way, i.e. from the same distance and with the head in an identical position to prevent over- or underestimation of absolute changes in for instance tip projection/rotation or width of the alar base. This problem may be overcome using relative measurements (1-3), but these methods are more time-consuming and still liable to the second disadvantage of using normal pictures: the complex three-dimensional (3D) appearance of the nose is turned into 2D-pictures.

Recent advances in technology have generated several 3D-techniques to capture facial topography and overcome the deficiencies and problems encountered with conventional photographs (4,5). One of these techniques is stereophotogrammetry (6,7). Stereophotogrammetry is a technique that uses two or more cameras configured as pairs to capture multiple views of the face. These different views are used to form a 3D photograph (8). An early disadvantage of stereophotogrammetry has been its inaccuracy, but recently the technique has been improved resulting in high-quality, realistic 3D-photographs (9). Nowadays pre- and postoperative 3D-photographs can be superimposed and the differences between the two surfaces can be compared to provide information about the results of surgery on facial appearance. This study is the first to describe the measurement of rhinoplasty effects using stereophotogrammetry. The aim of this study was to evaluate the ability of 3D-imaging to measure and objectify rhinoplasty results.

SUMMARY
Background: Pre- and postoperative imaging is important and essential for evaluation of the results of rhinoplasty surgery. Two-dimensional photographs are used routinely for this purpose, but have several disadvantages as opposed to three-dimensional imaging techniques, such as stereophotogrammetry. This study is the first to describe the measurement of rhinoplasty results using stereophotogrammetry. The aim of this study was to evaluate the ability of 3D imaging to measure and objectify rhinoplasty results.

Methods: During a 6-month period all consecutive hump reduction patients were included in this prospective study. Pre- and postoperative 3D photographs were taken and compared.

Results: Twelve patients were studied. In ten of these twelve patients a significant volume reduction in the area of the nasal dorsum was found with stereophotogrammetry. The maximum decrease (i.e. lowering) of the nasal dorsum ranged from 0.8 to 4.4 mm. In two patients no reduction of the nasal dorsum was found. In both patients this was due to additional changes made to the nose during surgery. These changes, increased tip rotation and dorsal augmentation respectively, were also documented with stereophotogrammetry.

Conclusions: Both pronounced as well as subtle postoperative changes of rhinoplasty surgery can be objectified and measured with stereophotogrammetry. This tool can be used to study whether surgical techniques have the desired effect on the nose, and to compare different techniques with each other.
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METHODS

Surgical procedure
Between September 2006 and April 2007 all rhinoplasty patients undergoing hump reduction were included in this prospective study. In all patients the operation was performed by one of the authors (KI or NvH). A detailed surgical report was kept to register if other surgical techniques (such as tip refining, septoplasty, et cetera) were used as well.

All rhinoplasty procedures were performed through an open approach. The open approach was chosen because both surgeons prefer this approach when more than just a hump reduction has to be performed, which was the case for all patients. The nasal dorsum was exposed immediately supraperichondrially and subperiostally. After the triangular cartilages had been detached from the nasal septum extramucosally and the nasal mucosa had been removed from the inner side of the nasal bones, a cartilaginous and/or bony hump reduction was done, followed by medial oblique osteotomies. Subsequently the lateral osteotomies were performed. Finally the nasal bones were infractured to close the open roof. The nasal dorsum was positioned in the midline and if necessary one or two spreader grafts were used to further align the nasal dorsum. After finishing the remainder of the procedure nasal packing and an adhesive thermoplastic nasal splint were applied.

3D-imaging (i.e. stereophotogrammetry)
3D digital photographs were taken 1 day preoperatively and 6 months postoperatively in all patients. The 3D-photographs of the face were captured with a 3D stereophotogrammetrical camera setup and the Modular System v1.0 (3dMDface™ System, 3dMD Ltd, Atlanta, GA, USA) software program. The camera setup consists of two pods, each equipped with 3 digital cameras and a flash. Both pods acquire 2 sets of photos simultaneously: 2 photos with a pattern projected and a full-colour photo, resulting in a total of 6 facial pictures. The pattern is needed for the 3D surface reconstruction. As a result, a polygonal mesh with true colour texture information is obtained. Capture time was 2 milliseconds, which limited the risk of movement artefacts. Prior to its use, the camera was calibrated to define a 3D coordinate system for the 3D-photograph, which was referred to as the original 3D coordinate system. The obtained 6 facial pictures were reconstructed into one 3D stereophotogrammetrical photograph and automatically saved as a ‘three-dimensional surface binary’ file (.tsb file). The 3D-photographs were taken in natural head position with eyes open. Subsequently, the .tsb file was opened using the 3dMDpatient v2.20 (3DMDDpatient™ Software Platform, 3dMD Ltd) software program and directly exported as a ‘wavefront object’ file (.obj file) to enable import of the 3D-object into Maxilim® version 2.0.1 (Medicim NV, Mechelen, Belgium). Without any editing the .obj file was saved as ‘maxilim’ file (.mxm file) for further use.

The surface based matching tool of the Maxilim® software was used to superimpose the pre- and postoperative 3D-photographs. A four step matching process was performed (Table 1). First, four easily reproducible, corresponding landmarks that were well spread over the facial surface were indicated on the pre- and postoperative 3D surfaces / 3D photographs. These landmarks were a base for surface matching and minimized the need for further initial translation and rotation of the surfaces. Second, the accuracy of the registration was improved by excluding regions that were obviously different, such as the nose itself, border of the hair, the neck, the eyes and eyelids and the mouth. Subsequently, rigid registration was used to register the pre- and postoperative skin surfaces with a 3D surface matching algorithm (Iterated Closest Point (ICP) algorithm). Finally, a distance map was calculated between both surfaces. This resulted in a colour-based image indicating unchanged (white areas), decreased (red discoulouration) and increased (green discolouration) facial volumes. A higher intensity of discolouration corresponds with a larger change in facial volume. At the point of maximal reduction, indicated by the highest intensity of discolouration, the reduction of the nasal dorsum was calculated.

Table 1. Step-by-step approach to matching the textured and untextured surfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Initial positioning of the 3D photographs by indicating landmarks on both images</td>
<td>Semi-automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Excluding error regions</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>Registration of the 3D photographs</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Computation of distance map between superimposed 3D photographs</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Example of colour based distance map that is the result of superimposing the pre- and postoperative photographs. In white areas with no difference between pre- and postoperative image are shown. Red discoulouration indicates volume decrease and green discoulouration indicates volume increase. Notice the distinct volume reduction in the area of nasal dorsum.
RESULTS
Between September 2006 and April 2007 a hump reduction was performed in thirteen patients. One of these thirteen patients was lost to follow-up. The final study group consisted of five female and seven male patients with a mean age of 32.2 years (range 18.4 - 45.8). In all patients the hump reduction was combined with at least one other technique, e.g. placement of a strut or spreader graft, refinement of the tip or septr plasty. In ten out of our twelve patients a significant volume reduction in the area of the nasal dorsum was found after surgery. The decrease (i.e. lowering) of the nasal dorsum at the point of maximum reduction ranged from 0.8 to 4.4 mm with a median of 2.2 mm. Figure 1 shows an example of the colour-based image that is the result of the virtual subtraction of the preoperative photograph from the postoperative photograph. In white the areas are shown where no changes in volume had occurred. Red areas, such as the nasal dorsum, represent areas with reduced volumes 6 months after surgery. Green discolouration indicates an increase in volume. Green discolouration in the nasal area can be the result of additional techniques performed during rhinoplasty surgery, such as upward rotation of the tip. Discolouration, either green or red, in the remaining facial regions is considered to be the result of differences in facial posture at the moment of pre- and postoperative imaging. For instance, if a patient has even a slight difference in the position of the mandible pre- and postoperatively, this is immediately detected as a change in volume in the region of the chin, neck and lips. The intensity, i.e. the degree, of redness and greenness corresponds with the amount of change in facial volume. The colour scale in Figure 1 displays these intensities together with the corresponding millimetres of increase or decrease.

In two patients no reduction of the nasal dorsum was found. In one patient with a saddle nose deformity a small bony hump was removed before a large cartilaginous dorsal onlay implant was placed. As expected and intended, a distinct increase in volume was found in the nasal dorsum region. This is shown as green discolouration of the nasal dorsum in Figure 2. The other patient without reduction of the nasal dorsum had a polly beak deformity prior to surgery. A very small cartilaginous pseudo hump was removed and subsequently the tip rotation was increased. In this patient no volume change was found in the dorsal region, probably due to the fact that the combination of these techniques led to straightening rather than lowering of the skin of the nasal dorsum. In addition, the increased rotation was shown as a volume increase in the supratip region and a volume decrease in the infratip region, shown in Figure 3.

DISCUSSION
In aesthetic rhinoplasty patients indications can be roughly divided into: reduction rhinoplasty, in which the nose is made...
smaller, and augmentation rhinoplasty, in which the nose is enlarged. In addition, both reduction as well as augmentation techniques can be performed on the tip (e.g. removal of cephalic margin or suturing techniques and shield graft, respectively) and the nasal dorsum (e.g. hump reduction and dorsal onlay graft, respectively). As a general rule, changes made to the nasal dorsum are more distinct than changes made to the tip. Since the goal of this study was to determine whether rhinoplasty results can be measured with stereophotogrammetry, only patients with a more pronounced effect, i.e. patients with a hump reduction as part of their rhinoplasty procedure, were included in this study.

Rhinoplasty is one of the most challenging facial surgical procedures. A clear understanding of nasal anatomy is critical in order to provide an aesthetic result that does not compromise nasal function. Thorough analysis of the nose is vital for proper diagnosis and for determining the most appropriate treatment plan. This treatment plan often consists of numerous techniques. Each technique has a certain goal, e.g. placement of a strut to increase rotation or hump reduction to reduce the nasal dorsum. It is therefore very important to verify postoperatively whether a certain technique did as planned result in its matching result.

Several surgical techniques and their effects have been studied in the past. Many of these studies have tried to establish objective methods to measure changes made to the nose. However, all these measurements were based on 2D-photographs. The nose is an outstanding example of a three-dimensional structure and changes made to the nose are hardly ever limited to two dimensions. These conclusions emphasize the need for a method of 3D-measurement of rhinoplasty results. With the development of stereophotogrammetry such a method has become available. In the present study stereophotogrammetry was used to capture 3D-photographs (3dMDface™System) and a surface-based matching tool (Maxilim®) to analyze the nasal changes between pre- and postoperative 3D-photographs. Several studies have been reported describing the accuracy and reliability of 3D-imaging techniques to measure facial appearance. They showed that the accuracy, reproducibility and reliability of the technique are high. The accuracy was found to be 0.5 mm. However, no study has yet been performed to determine the usefulness of 3D-imaging to measure and visualize rhinoplasty results.

This study describes that stereophotogrammetry is capable of, and useful for, measuring changes made to the nose by rhinoplasty surgery. In ten hump reduction patients a significant reduction of the nasal dorsal volume was found. The maximum reduction ranged from 0.8 to 4.4 mm. In two patients no reduction of the nasal dorsal volume was found. According to the surgical report both patients had undergone a hump reduction, but in one patient this concerned the reduction of a very small pseudo-hump combined with upward rotation of the tip and in the other patient a cartilaginous onlay graft was placed after the hump reduction. In addition to the distinct visualization of the hump reduction in the other patients, these changes (i.e. rotation of the tip and augmentation of the nasal dorsum, respectively) were both also detected with stereophotogrammetry. This shows that the clinical postoperative findings can be objectified and measured with stereophotogrammetry and that the changes found correspond with the techniques performed. Even smaller changes made to the nose can be measured with stereophotogrammetry. Stereophotogrammetry can therefore be used to further objectify, measure and compare rhinoplasty results and to study whether certain surgical techniques indeed provide the desired effect on the appearance of the nose, especially in the long term. We are presently conducting a study to evaluate stereophotogrammetry for the comparison of the outcomes of different surgical techniques.
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